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When some scheduling problems re&ve a mathematical formulation [6,1], the resolution of 
a partkular discrete optimization problem is met. One of them is considered in this paper, and 
it is shown how it is possii to characterize and to determine aclass of solutions by means of a 
continued fraction, which arises naturally in analysing the problem. In a particular case a 
connection with Fibonacci numbers is studied. 
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1.pmblcmfwmQla~andsomeproperties 
Let the positive integers m, k and I be given, with m > k. Consider the problem 
which consists in tiding m nonnegative integers, say x0,. . . , a~,,,.+ such that the 
SUIII of any k consecutive q is at least r, and x0+ l l l AT,,,+ is minimized. Let Z+ and 
@ denote the set of nonnegative integers and the usual addition mod m, respec- 
tively; set x = (~0, . . . , x,,,_J. The problem can be formulated in the following 
way: 
minIf(x)=xo+ l l l +&-*] (la) 
subject to 
2 J&&W, x&+,i=O ,...) m-l. 
j=m-k+l 
(lb) 
Note that 
m r/k, a=(r/k,...,r/k) (2) 
are respectively the minimum and an optimal solution (shortly, o.s.) of the linear 
program obtained from (1) when Z, is replaced with R+, i.e. 4 is required to be 
merely a nonnegative real. Of course, 2 is not necessarily the only O.S. ; for 
instance, if m is a multiple of k, and if I = r’ + l l l + rk is any partition of r into 
nonnegative reals, then the m-uple (r’, . . . , rk, . . . , I’, . . . , rk) is an O.S. too. X is 
unique iB the matrix A, whose entries are the coefficients of variables of 
inequalities (lb), is nonsingular or equivalently (as it will be noted later) iff m and 
k are relatively prime.’ 
1 Note that the optimality of x’ implies x, + - l l + xsek = t = xse, + - 9 9 + x,@(k+l)v and hence x, = 
x,,,,s=o,..., m -2. Thus, if m and k are relatively prime, RI, m + k, 1tl+2&, etc. are all the residue 
classes mod m, so that &,= Z, = l . - = E,,,_, and the unicity of x‘ follows. 
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Remark now that, without loss of generality, the inequality t< k can be 
assumed to be true. In fact, if t 3 k, setting* yj = xj -- [r/k J, j = I,. . . , m, leads one 
to a problem like (l), where r < k. 
In order to determine an O.S. of (1) it is useful to consider two cases. In the 
former the aim is easily achieved, and it is described in the present section. In the 
latter a finite continued fraction will be associated to (1) and a set of O.S. will be 
characterized and determined by means of its ps?ial quotients and remainders. 
Set 
P = LMkl, p=mr-kp. (3) 
Let E denote the greatest common divisor of r and Ir, and set 
r’ = r/E, k’ = k/E 
Defi&ion 1. The vectors 
are the cyclic ttansformations of the vector x =(x0,. . . , x,,,_~) of the unknowns of 
(1); of course x(O) =x, and the ith element of x@) equals the jth element of x 
where i is congruent to i +s mod M. 
PropdGon 1. If 2 is un optimal solution of (l), then every cyclic transformation 
9’) of 2 is an optimal solutid~ of (1). 
Proof. Obviously, i3(‘) E Z,” and f(2(s)) = f(i). Hence, it is enough to show that rZ(‘) 
satisfies the inequalities (lb). In Pact, whatever i = 0, . . . , m - 1 may be, we have: 
where the summand ranges over i = m - k + 1, . . . , m ; and where t = s @i so that 
the inequality holds by assumption. The following proposition is self-evident. 
Proposition 2. If the m- upZe f is feasible, i.e. satisfies (lb), and is such that 
f(Cb4 ifp=O or f(a)==p+l, ifp>O; (4) 
then .e is an optimal solution of (1). 
DeMtion 2. A m-uple x, whose elements belong to the set (a,, . . . , K}, is said 
periodic, iff s is a submultiple of m, and x, or any one of its cyclic transformations, 
equals3 
2,st 
(aI, 
\ , (m@th , 
. . . , % . . ., 6, . . . . a,) 
* 1 *J and 1 *I denote the greatest integer less than or equal Rio *, and the smallest integer greater 
than or equal to *, respectively. 
3 An upper brace denotes the place of the corresponding subvector. 
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Now, it is possible to determine an O.S. of (1) in a first trivial case, namely when 
1 
the equality 
1 p=mr-k&=0 (9 
/ 
is ful@led. To this end note that (5) implies that k’ is a submultiple of m ; in fact, 
r’ and k’ are relatively prime aud d/k’= mr/k = p E Z (note that, if m is not a 
multiple of k, then k cannot be prime). 
RUpO&k 3. Ifp=O, then 2=(4=0, ifjssmodk’, s=O ,..., k’-8-1, j= 
0 , . . . , m - 1; 4 = 1, otketwise) is an optimal solution of (l), and the corresponding 
minimum is f(a) = mr/k 
Proof. We have f(f) = m -(k’- r’)(m/k’) = mr’/k’ = mr/k = p. As f is periodic and 
askisamultipleofk’,Vs=O,...,m-1,theequalityBs~(m_-k+l~+~~~+~~~= 
r% = r holds. Hence, by Proposition 2, the optimahty of 2 follows. 
In order to determine an O.S. of (1) when p =Z 0, in the next section a continued 
fraction wiil be associated to (1); in section 3 an O.S. wiil be obtained and it will 
be showrl that periodic solutions may occur even if p>O. 
Proposition 3 shows, in case (5), a binary O.S. of (1) whose corresponding 
mininuun is N; now we aim to show that also in case p >O a binary O.S. exists 
whose minimum is JL + 1. Thus, in the following we restrict ourselves to the binary 
vectors x which have just ~+l positive elements. To this end note that, if the 
inequality 
mS2(p+l) (6) . 
holds, then there exist nonnegative integers, say p1 and rl, such that p + 1 = 
p,[m - (b+ l)]+ rlr with rl < m -(p + 1). If (6) is false, then there exist nonnega- 
tive integers, say I1 and Fr, such that m -(p + 1) = &(p + 1) + F,, with r’, c Jo + 1. 
First of all consider the case in which (6) holds. The o.s., whose existence we 
want to prove, must have p+ 1 elements equal to 1 (shortly, l-elements) and 
hence m -(b + 1) s JL + 1 elements equal to 0 (shortly, O--elements). What we have 
to accomplish is to show that there exists a location of the p + 1 l-elements 
among the m -(p + 1) O-elements such that the resulting m-uple satisfies (lb); 
then, Proposition 2 gives the optimality. Such a location will be obtained by 
means of a continued fraction. 
For completness of notation, set r_1 =p+l, rO=m-(p+l), and, when rl>O, 
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consider the following linite continued fraction: 
where it is not restrictive to assume rh-_l = &+l 
well-known: 
1 l **=p1+ 
1 (7) 
P2+. 
= 1. The following relations are 
(8 ) a 
piri_*+ri=ri_2, i=l,*..,h+l; (&+I 4L 0). (8b) 
When rI = 0, (7) simply becomes r-,/r0 = pl= 
In order to show how the expansion (7) can be used to determine the above 
mentioned location (and hence an o.s.) it is useful to associate, to the expansion 
(7), the following graph (cycle): C = (G, E), where G = (0, . . . , m - 1) is the set of 
vertices and E = ((0, 1), (1,2), . . . , (Fn-2, m-l), (m-1, 0)) is the set of edges. 
Thus, C is isomorphic to a regular polygon. Every vertex of C is labelled with 
either 1 or 0. We associate a binary vector x with a labelling (clockwise) of G with 
zeros and ones. Before going on let us consider a simple numerical example. 
Example. Set m = 11, k = 9, r = 6. We have I_L = 7 and p = 3, so that Proposition 3 
cannot be applied. The task we want to perform in this case (Q >O) consists in 
showing that there exists a binary O.S. whose minimum is p+ 1 = 8. To this end we 
consider the continued fraction (7), where now r_ = 8, r. = 3, p1 =2, r, = 2, 
p2=1, r,=l, p3=1, r3= 1, It =3. The cycle C=(G, E) is now defined by 
G={O,..., lO}and E={(O,l),..., (9, IO), (IO, 0)); it is isomorphic to a regular 
11-gon (see C’ of Fig. 1). 
Now let us come back to the general case. We have to show that there exists a 
binary O.S. of (1) whose corresponding minimum is r+ This is equivalent o show 
that there exists a labelling of C, such that there are r+ l-labels, and every 
k-chain (i.e. chain having k vertices) must contain at least r l-labels. This is the 
present task; as a matter of fact a more general task will be pe.Zormed. 
To this end note that all the problems like (I), which lead to the same left-hand 
side of (7), have the same expansion into a continued fraction, namely the 
right-hand side of (7). Note also that every *level of the expansion (7) can be 
considered, by itself, the beginning of the expansion of a 3-uple; for instanbe, all 
the problems (l), which lead to a fraction ro/rI, have an associated expansion 
which starts from the 2nd level of (7), i.e. p2 + r2/r1. This leads one to associate, to 
every levc.1 of the expansion (7), a 3-uple (Mi, Ki, &) representing all the 
psoblems (1) which lead to the expansion of a fraction which equals ri-_2/ri_l, i.e. 
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Fig. 1. 
the fraction corresponding to the ith level of the expansion (7). The preceding 
notation can now be generalized. Then, nonnegative integers IS, and pi exist, with 
~iC~,suchthat~~~=~aiKi+~*B~a~of~Sa)wehave~+l~>i-(~+l)if 
iiseven,orCGi+1<Mi-(Cli+1)ifiisodd.Hence,foranyi=1,...,h+1,we 
have 
(9a) 
#Ai = ri-*-l* if i is odd or h = ‘*i-l-l, if i is even; (9b) 
Of course, (Ml, Kl, RI) = (m k, r) and p:l= CL Thus, a 3-uple (Mi, Ki, Ri), 
satisfying (9), leads to the expansion of the fraction 
%2 - Pi+1 ri--2 
M -hi + 1)’ 
if i isodd or -= M -(P+ T 11, 
fi t-1 Pi+l 
3 i is even. 
, (10) 
C-1 
such an expansion is the remainder of expansion (7) when the fat i - 1 levels are 
deleted. 
As well as C has been associated to the first level of (7), a cycle C’ = (G’. E’) 
can be associated to the ith level of (7), a cycle C’ = (G’, E’) can be associateif to 
the ith level of (7), where the set of vertices is G i = (0, . . . , Mi - 4) and the set of 
edges is 
E’ = ((0, l), m s 3 (Mi -2, A48 - I), (Mi - 1, 0)). 
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Again, every vertex of Ci is labelled with either 1 or 0.U course, C’ = C. Before 
going on let us continue the numerical example. 
EmpIe (continuation). What we have now to show is the existence of O-1 
laklkg of C in such a way that exactly 8 l-labels are assigned and every g-chain 
of C contains at least 6 l-labels, i.e. every sequence of 9 consecutive vertices of C 
contains at least 6 vertices with l-labels. It will be shown that this task can be 
accomplished by means of the expansion (7), i.e. by using the partial quotients 
and remainders pi, rim To this end it is necessary to generalize th& question. In 
other words, the expansion (7) may answer to our question and to other ones. In 
fact, every problem (l), which is identified by a 3-uple (m, k, t) fulfilling 
(9), namely m = r-, + r,, p= r_1 -1, O<r<k~m, k+<mr<k(p+l), leads to 
the same expansion (7) and hence to the same labelling task. As now r+ = 8 
and r,, = 3, all such problems are (11, 10,7), (11,9,6), (11,7,5), (11,6,4), (11,3, 
2). 
Now, remark that the 2nd level of (7) consists in expanding the fraction 
r*/r, = $. Then, all the problems (l), which lead to this fraction, lead also to a 
labelling task which (as it will be shown) can be performed by means of (7) 
starting with the 2nd level. If such problems are identified by the 3-uple (A&, K2, 
RJ, they are characterized by (9) at i = 2, which now become: M2 = rO+ rl = 
3+2=5, p2=y1- 1=2-1=1, O<&<K,s5, K,<5&<2K,; all these prob- 
lems are (5, 4, 1) and (S, 3, 1). As well as C = C’ has been associated to the 1st 
level of (7), C2 can be associated to the 2nd one; see Fig. 1. Similar remarks may 
be made for the other levels of the expansion (7). 
Return again to the general case. We have to show how every level of the 
expansion (7) can be used to solve the labelling task corresponding to the 
problems (1) which lead to the fraction of such a level. From an intuitive point of 
view it is natural to conjecture that an O.S. i must have, between two consecutive 
O-elements, either pt or p1 + 1 l-elements, so that this alternative should be u:hat 
we have to settle. To show that this is true we will give, first of all, an intuitive 
approach of the method and the related proof. 
In this order of ideas, remark that, if tl = 0, the labelling task is easily 
performed by assigning exactly pl l-labels between two consecutive O-labels; 
whatever a vertex of C is regarded as first one, the labels form a (periodic) 
m-uple which is quickly recognized to be an O.S. of (1). This fact suggests to 
partition the assignment of the r-I = plrO + rl l-labels in two steps, a former one 
consisting in assigning plro l-labels (this is easily accomplished), and a latter one 
consisting in assigning the remaining rl l-labels. In other words, instead of 
laklling C = C’, we associate to it two new cycles of the same kind of Cl. 0ne 
has (1+ p&r, vertices, r, of which must receive a O-label and pLro a l-label, call it 
c’; this is easily accomplished by setting, between two subsequent (clockwise) 
O-labels, p1 l-labels. The other has r. + rl vertices, r. of which must z=eceivf a 
O-label and rl a l-label; this cycle, which is the very C2, represents the not yet 
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accomplished assignment of r1 l-labels; while C’ is interpreted as the assignment 
of plro l-labels, which has been fulfUed. 
Thanks to Proposition 2 and to the ppriodicity of labels of Cl, it is easy to 
remark that, if we knew the right labelling of C”, then by means of any 
one-to-one correspondence between the O-labels of Cl and of C*, we would get 
the right labelling of C” too. Hence, what we have to do is to label C*. To this 
aim we agai- animate a step, namely the second one, in terms of labelling. More 
precisely, WC: remark that the labeling of C* may be regarded as the assignment 
of some O-labels between two subsequent l-labels. As before, we can partition 
the assignment of the I o = p2tl + t2 O-labels in two steps, a former one consisting in 
assigning p2rl O-labels (this is easily accomplished), and a latter one consisting in 
assigning the remaining r2 O-labels. Thus, we are lead to associate to C* two new 
cycles of the same kind of it. One has (1 + pz)5 vertices, r, of which must receive a 
l-label and p2rl a O-label, call it C*; this is easily accomplished by setting, 
between two subsequent l-labels, p2 O-labels. The other has rl +r2 vertices, r1 of 
which must receive a l-label and r2 a O-label; this cycle, which is the very C3, 
represents the not yet accomplished assignment of r2 O-labels; while c2 is 
interpreted as a further (even if not complete) assignment of the initial remaining 
rl l-labels. 
If we go on this way, we meet two sequences of cycles; the former is 
C=(G’,E’), i=l,..., h+1, 
and has been already defined; the latter is 
c’=(d’,8’), i=l,..., h, 
where @={O,..., K&-l}; Ei={(O,l),..., (IQ -29 nTi, - l), (tii - 190)); J!@ = 
(l +Pi)ri-10 
ExampIe (continued). We have to assign 8 l-labels and 3 O-labels to the 
vertices of C. The 1st level of (7), i.e. g= 2 +$, suggests to perform this task into 
two steps: the former consists in assigning 6 l-labels among the 3 O-labels (this 
will be accomplished by assigning p1 = 2 l-labels between two consecutive O- 
labels), and the latter in assigning the remaining 2 l-labels. These two steps are 
equivalent o the labelling of cycles C1 and C2, repectively (see Fig. 1). Now, what 
we have to do is the labelling of C2. In other words, we nave to assign 2 l-labels 
among 3 O-labels; when this has been done, any on+to-one correspondence 
between the O-labels of C’ and C2 enables one to enlarge c’, by including the 
l-labels of C*, and then to obttin the labelling of Cf. In order to label C* note 
that, instead of assigning 2 l-labels among 3 O-labels, it is equivalent o assign 3 
O-labels among 2 l-labels; this corresponds to go from f = 2 +$ to $ = 2 + l/$ As 
well as the labelling of C’ has lead us to define C’ and C2, now the labelling of 
C* leads, in a natural way, to define C* and C3; and so on, until we reach C4, 
whose labelling is trivial. 
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NOW come back again to the general case. The labelling procedure we have 
devised in a partially intuitive way will be precisely defined, and in next section it 
will be proved that an O.S. of (I) is obtained this way. 
The labelling procedure is defined by the following rules. Consider c4 and 
recall that it must receive vi-l O-labels (l-labels) and WQ_~ l-labels (O-labels), if i 
is odd (even, respectively). We assume to satisfy this requirement according to the 
following rule. 
(a) ri-l vertices receive O-labels (l-labels) in such a way that, between two 
subsequent (clockwise) O-labels (l-labels), there are pi l-labels (O-labels), if 
odd (even, respectively). 
i is 
4-2 
this 
Now consider C’ and recall that it must receive ri-1 O-labels (l-labels) and 
l-labels (O-labels), if i is odd (even, respectively). We assume to satisfy 
requirement according to the following rule. 
(b) Ch+l has only two vertices, so that one is labelled with 1 and the other with 
0. The other cycles are labellec! by a recurrence procedure. Assume that Ci+’ has 
been labelled; label C’ this way. As Ci and Ci+’ have the same number, namely 
r. a-1, of O-labels (l-labels), if i is odd (even, respectively), state any one-to-one 
correspondence between the vertices having a O-label (l-label) in c and Ci+‘, if i 
is odd (even, respectively). Now consider ri-1 vertices of C’ ; set them in any one- 
to-one correspondence with the 0-la’belled (Mabelled) vertices of c and of &li+‘; 
and label them with 0 (with 1); do all this in such a way that, between two 
subsequent (clockwise) O-labels (l-labels) of C’, there is a number of l-labels 
(O-labels) equal to the sum of the numbers of l-labels (O-labels) which lie between 
the corresponding O-labels (l-labels) both of C’ and of Ci+‘, if i is odd (even, 
respectively). 
Remark that the sequence of cycles C’ may be viewed as a progressive 
reduction of the initial indeterminateness of the assignment of labels, until it 
becomes trivial. 
In this sense, the partial quotients of the expansion (7) represent the labels, 
which we carry out as we go on; this partial reduction of indeterminateness i  
settled into the cycles C’. The remainders represent he labels yet to be carried 
out. 
Now assume that c’ has been labelled, and consider any of its vertices as initial 
one. Starting with this vertex and going on clockwise, consider the labels of c’; 
we obtain a binary Mi-uple, call it 
f’=(&,& ,... &i_-l), i=l,..., h+l. (11) 
Remark that, if we consider any other vertex of Ci as initial one, then we get a 
cyclic transformation of 2’. 
Until now the case (6) has been considered; if (6) does not hold, instead of (7), 
we meet the expansion of the fraction 
m-(pfl) F-, Fl 
cc+1 
=,=“I+,* 
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This means that we have to locate more O’s than 1’s. Thus, this case can bc 
reduced to the preceding one in which ‘2 is odd” and “i is even” are interchanged 
between themselves. 
In this section it will be shown that (11) at i = 1 is an O.S. of (1) in case (6). 
Actually, a little bit more wiII be proved; namely, it will be shown that 2’ is an O.S. 
of (A& & RJ. As a consequence we obtain that, if the labelling procedure of 
Section 2 is applied to the expansion of [m -(CL + l)& + l), instead of (fi + 
l)/[~n - (p + l)], then (11) at i = 1 offers an O.S. of (1) when (6) does not hold. 
Hence, it is enough to restrict oumelves to the case (6). 
Consider C’ and the corresponding Mi-uple 2 given by (11). Set G, = Gs(Mi, 
Ki)=(S, se1 ,..., s@(&-l)}, s=O ,... ,Mi-l, where @ denotes the US& 
addition mod I& Let u,(A& KJ denote the number of l’s among & subsequent 
(clockwise) labels of C’, i.e. among 2j, i E Gs(Mi, Ki). Let C’(a) denote the ~yclc 
obtained by C’ when R is replaced by the nonnegative integer (parameter) a ; 
hence, C’(R) = C’ and Ci(0) = C+‘. Remark that, when pi is replaced by a, rules 
(a) and (b) of Section 2 need not to be modified, but the obvious replacement of 
C’ with c’(o). 
Conditioti (c). (-‘\ For any integer T, with 0 c T 6 I@, the sequence4 
{Vs(iWi, 7)s S =O, 1, m s v 7 Mi - 1) (12) 
cannot have two subsequent (even if not consecutive) increases or decreases. 
(ii) The number of l’s (O’s), which lie between two subsequent O’s (l’s) of such 
sequence is either R or 1 + pi, if i is odd (even, respectively). 
Pmposbn 4. The cycles C’, . . . , Ch+l satisfy the condition (4. 
proof. The proof is triviaI for Ch+‘, as &+I =2 and one of the two labels of 
Ch+r is 0 and the other is 1. Now assume that C’-’ satisfies condition (c) and let 
us show that this is true also for C’. As a matter of fact we will show something 
more; namely that condition (c) is satisfied by C’(a), 0 s (Y & pi ; at (Y = pi the 
purpose is achieved as a particuku case. Remark that, by assumption, condition 
(c) is satisfied by C(0). To carry out the proof by recurrence, assume that 
condition (c) be satisfied by C(o), and let us prove that it is satisfied by C’(a f 1). 
First of all remark that (ii) trivially holds (of course, when condition (c) is referred 
to C’(a), we stipulate that pi is replaced by CK, so that, according to (9a), A4i is 
replaced by Mi(cW) = (1 +a)r,-l + ri). In fact, in going from (Y to a + 1, between 
every two subsequent O-labels (l-labels) of Ci(cu), just one l-label (O-label) is 
inserted, if i is odd (even, respectively). Now consider (i) and let us prove that 
4 Of come we have vM .= v,. 
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(12) cannot have two subsequent increases. Assume the contrary and consider my 
GS(M& + l), T). It is not restrictive to assume that v,+~(M(~x+ I), I)) 
v,(&&(cu +l), T). First of all consider the case of i odd. Then, it is easy to show 
that the labels of Ci(a + l), corresponding to G&@(a + I), T), are the ones 
between round brackets in the following sequence’ 
1st tth wth 
r L 3 
(OZ! ,..., ox.:71 9*g., 0, -.e 
PI % 6, a+2 
1st 
A 
o,li ,..., O,l,..., 1,l 9**‘9 - (13) 
a1 ii 
while the remaining elements of (13) are the labels of c’(a + l), which follow 
those corresponding to G,(&&(a + l), T); every & equals either a + 1 or a +2. In 
fact, in order to have an increase, the first element corresponding to GJA&(a + l), 
T), i.e. the first element in (13), must equal 0, and the first element out of round 
brackets must equal 1. Moreover, if the number of l’s, which follow the labels 
corresponding to G,(Mi(a + l), T), i.e. which follow the round brackets, were 
di c a + 2, then, in order to have two subsequent increases (as it has been 
assumed), we should have @I = & -2 c a, which is absurd. Hence, after round 
brackets in (13) there are exactly a + 2 l’s (recall that a +2 is the maximum 
number of l-labels between two subsequent O-labels of C’(a + 1)). As a consequ- 
ence, we have PI = LY + 2 (otherwise the assumption of two subsequent increases 
should be contradicted); and we have that the latest element in round brackets is 
a 0 (otherwise, we should have a + 3 l-labels between two subsequent O-labels of 
C’(a+ 1)). Now (13) holds, which shows a first increase; a certain num~r of 
constancies, namely a! + (1 + al) + l l . + (I+ 8); and then a wnd increase. Now, 
if we go back from C’(ar + 1) to C’(a), the sequence (13) loses just one l-label in 
every set of cunsecutive l-labels; in spite of this we still have two subsequent 
increases, which contradicts the assumption that C’(a) satisfies (i). As a consequ- 
ence of the absurd, we have that two subsequent increases cannot happen. A 
quite similar reasoning shows that two subsequent decreases cannot happen. 
However, if we note that two subsequent clockwise decreases are two subsequent 
counterclockwise increases, and that of course all what has been said holds 
counterclockwise too, we have an additional proof. At last, remark that, when i is 
even, the proof follows the same reasoning as above, with the only interchange 
between l’s and 0’s. 
Tiwomm. Let p be positive, if neither p + 1 is a multiple of m - (#A + l), nor 
m -(p + 1) is a multiple of p + I, then a binary optima! solution of problem (1) is 
given by (11) at i = 1, call it i, and the corresponding minimum is f(Z) = [mrlkl . 
Proof. First of all note that the number of l-labels of C* is either r_ l, or iO, 
‘An upper brace de notes the place of the corresponding subvector; a lower brace denotes the 
number of its elements. 
according to (6) holds or not, respectively; hence, in both cases such a number is 
~1, +1, so that f(%)= rmr/kl. As a consequence, in order to prove the optimality of 
R, it is enough to prove its feasiity, i.e. 
clzl SW, s=o, 11.. .,M-1. (14) 
I eO,bw 
Assume that there exists an integer S, with OS S’S m - 1, such that 
It is not restrictive to assume that S= 1. Let N be the least common 
between m and k. Set N’= N/m; W = N/k. Consider the N-llple 
x’=(& ,..., &,2, ,...) & ,..., 2* ,..., &J=(nf ,..., x%). 
We have 
If, for every integer z 3 1, we have 
(t+l)k 
c XT”‘, 
j=tk+l 
then, because of the (absurd) assumption (lS), we also have 
N N---l (z+Uk 
c x?=C c 
j-l 2 30 j--rk+l 
~~~~~p~=N’~-~=N 
multiple 
Hence, (16) is contradicted. It follows that there exists Z a 1, such that 
Then, when we go from s = 1 to s = Z, we meet two subsequent increases. 
According to Proposition 4, this fact is absurd. This completes the proof. 
Remark that the proof of the theorem, with only formal changes, may be used 
to show that (11) is an O.S. of problem (Mi, Ki, 4). 
When p + 1 is a multiple of m -(p + l), then rl = 0 in (7); it follows that the 
labelling of C is trivial, as we have already noticed. As a consequence, the 
following corollary is easily deduced from the theorem. 
Corollary. When p ~0, cm optimal solution of problem (1) is 
ist 
n=(oCl...., O,l,...,l) 
T . pi 
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1st 2-s 
“=(lY&. ., l,O&, 
ii1 ii1 
fzticording to p + 1 is a multiple of m -(p + 1) or uiceuetsa, respectiuely. 
Example (continued). We have Ml = m = 11, Mz = 5, Mj = 3, A&= 2, i@ = 9, 
n;i, = 4, I@ = 2. To find an O.S. of ( 1) we have to label C’. Execute ru!Ie (a) of 
Section 2 and label C’, C*, C”; see Fig. 1. Now consider ule (b) of Section 2. C’ 
is trivially labelled. As h is odd, Ch = C3 and Ch+’ = C4 have the same number, 
rh_..1 =r2 = 1, of O-labels. State any one-to-one correspondence between the ver- 
tices having a O-label in C3 and C4; this is trivial and IS shown in Fig. 1 by means 
of letter a. If we complete rule (b) we get the labelling of C3. Now apply again 
rule (b) at i = 2. We have to state any one-to-one correspondence between the 
r, = 2 1 -labels of c2 and C3; this is shown in the pictures by means of letters b’ 
and b”. At last we get the labelling of C*. Now apply again rule (b) at i = 1. We 
have to state any one-to-one correspondence between the ro= 3 O-labels of Cl 
and C*; this is shown in the picture by means of letters c’, c” and c”‘. At last we 
get the labelling of C’. Now consider vertex c’ of C’ as initial one and, starting 
with it, take the 11 labels; we obtain R = (0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, l., 1, 1) which is an 
O.S. of (l), the corresponding minimum being f(g) = 8 = [rn#l. 
The expansion (7) and the related labelling procedure may be arranged in terms 
of a tree which, in the particular case p1 = p2= l l l =PI\+~ = 1, becomes the 
well-known Fibonacci array related to the famous problem of rabbits [9]. Let I$, 
i=l, 2,..., denote the Fibonacci numbers, so that F1 = F2 = 1. It is not difficult 
to prove the following 
Prop&on 5. Let the 3-uple (m, k, r) satisfy the inequalities 
l-0; (17) 
Then, the equalities p1 = p2 = 9 l l = Q,,+~ = 1 hold, ifl there exist consecwtive 
Fibonacci numbers, say Fi and 6 +1, such that 
Of course, the labelling procedure of Section 2 may be regarded as a generali- 
zation of the Fibonacci array. 
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The approach contained in the previous sections has been introduced for 
solving a particular problem. However, it seems to us that some extensions are 
conceivable. 
The elements of vector b may not be equal. A question consists in characteriz- 
ing the binary O.S. of (1) by partitioning them into periodic and nonperiodic ones, 
and by extending the 1abeIling procedure of Section 2. The following result 
and some algebraic structure given to the labelling procedure should be of some 
help. 
In this paper only a part of the O.S. of (1) have been characterized, namely the 
binary ones. A question consists in characterizing the whole set of O.S. of (l), even 
if the elements of b are not equal. When A” exists, every O.S. of (1) is a linear 
combination (with integer nonnegative coefficients) of the columns of A-‘. 
Hence, the characterization of A-’ might be a starting point in aualysing this 
question. A first characterization of A-’ is the following one which is proved in a 
forthcoming paper [2]. The inverse of A exists iff m and k are relatively prime. 
When A-’ does mt exist, &note by d the greatest common divisor of k and m - k ; 
let kl and CT~ be tke quotients of k/d and (m - k)ld, respectively; and let 
cs O,. . . , Is,,, denote real numbers, not all equal to zero itnil having zero sum. Then, 
every m-uple c = (co, . . . , c,,,_~) f0, such that CA = 0, is given by 
‘q+jd=& i=O,...,d-1; j=O,...,k,-1; c~=PO_kld~‘&; 
ck-t-i =&, i=l,..., d-l; ck_+i+jd=&, i=O,. . .,d-1; ‘T”= 1,. . .,a,-1. 
Men A-’ exists there are integers6 t, u, v, z, with t + u = m - k, v + z = T, and a 
QUtitiO?l? 
10 , . l . , k-l}={iO,. . . , ia+. . . , k+,,-l}~(i,, . . . ,jou+. . . ,j,.,,,+z--l} 
such that, if m > k -t 1, the kth column’ of A-l is given by 
ai, =-++v-1), s”O,...,u~+z-I; 
k-l 
ak=- a,; c (xk+s=a,, s= ,..., 1 m-k-!. 
s=l 
’ It is not restrictive to assume that 1 < k < M < 2k. It follows that there exist integers u and T, such 
that k=o(m-k)+~, with ~SVS/C, O<T<rn-k; T is positive ifI n; and k are relatively prime. By 
considering the group (94 @}, where $ = (0, . . . , m -k - 1) and @ is the usual addition between reals 
mod m -- k, and some complexes of 3, it is easy to determine the integers t, u, u, z and the subsequent 
partition. 
‘If any column (or, equivalently, any row) of A-* is known, all the other columns are easily 
determined by noting that they are cyclic transformations of it. 
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tf m = k + 1, the kth column of A”’ is given by 
1 k-l 
q=k’ i=O,...,k-1; ok=---k--. 
of course, this characterization is not the only one which one can conceive; other 
ones might be more useful for the present purpose. 
Problem (1) may be regarded as a particuhu set covering problem, where a 
cover of minimum cardinality is searched for. When r = 1, it becomes a particular 
case of the so called simple set covering problem Cl]. A set covering problem, if 
redundant inequalities are deleted, and if a suitable permutation of constraints 
and unknowns is applied, has a structure, which recalls the one of (1) or some 
extensions. A question consists in defining two problems, like (1) or its generahza- 
tions, whose extrema be a lower bound and an upper bound for the one of a given 
set covering problem of minimum cardinality. of course, a related question is to 
extend the procedure of Section 3 to the weighted case. 
The matrix A of (1) is a particular case both of binary matrices, and of 
circulating ones. From the former viewpoint one could try to consider binary 
matrices, having the elements of some parallels to the main diagonal equal to 
unity and the others equal to zero. From the latter one could try to consider the 
most general binary and circulating matrix. 
Another question would arise from such extensions. If an element of A, which 
eqrrals 1, is replaced by zero, then the feasible region of (1) is restricted. I-Ience, 
given a particular binary matrix, say A, we might consider a sequence of binary 
matrices, say Al, . . . , A,, the first one of which is A itself, the latest one of which 
is the very A, such that the set of O.S. of the problem associated with 4 be the 
feasible region of the one associatedlwith Ai+l. If one characterizes the sets of o-s. 
of all these problems, but the latest one, tht: ? an O.S. of the latest problem is easily 
achieved. 
A further extension consists in assuming that A is any circulating matrix. Some 
of the results of the present paper should hold, in a more general form, in this 
case too. For instance, this happens to Propositions 1, 2. To obtain such a kind 
of extensions and other ones, perhaps it is useful to consider some interpretation of 
problem (l), like the following one, Denote by (a,, . . . , a,,,-J the kth (or any 
other) row of A, and consider the following game. There is a wheel freely 
rounding at its centre (neutral equilibrium); around its boundary we write m 
numbers at equal intervals; every number is either 0 or 1. The game consists in 
rounding the wheel and in awaiting for its stop. Then, we read the number wh +J 
has stopped at a iixed pointer; starting with this number and going on in any one 
of the two directions (e.g., clockwise) we consider the sequence of the m 
numbers; call them x0, ...,x,,,_l. Now a prize is given by S=a,x,+*~~+ 
LZ,_~X,,,_~ scores. If a player sets the numbers on the wheel and another player 
gets the prize, then a game is defined. Now; coming back to problem (l), it is easy 
to interpret the game in terms of (1). The numbers, which are labelled on the 
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wheel, are a set of cyclic transformations of an O.S. of (1), iff the prize S is greater 
than or equal to r, whatever the number, at whkh the wheel stops, may be. When 
A is the particular circulating matrix A of (l), S is the sum of the first k numbers 
of the preceding sequence. The feasibility requires that at least I of them equal. 
I am grateful to the referee for helping me to improve the original version of 
this paper. 
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